Purpose: Mutation diagnosis of severe combined immunodeficiency is challenging because of the multiplicity of disease genes and large number of disease-causing mutations, including unique ones that continue to be found.
Severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) describes a group of heritable diseases characterized by a profound lack of both T cell and B cell immunity. [1] [2] [3] [4] Infants with SCID develop severe infections and do not survive beyond their first years of life unless provided with functional immunity, such as by hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) from a healthy donor. To date at least 12 distinct SCID disease genes have been identified. 5 All patients with SCID have very low T cell numbers, but about two thirds have normal or even elevated numbers of B cells which, however, fail to produce specific antibodies. These T Ϫ B ϩ SCID cases are almost all due to defects in one of three genes that encode lymphocyte receptors and mediators of cytokine signals. X-linked IL2RG is mutated in approximately half of all SCID cases and encodes the common ␥ chain, ␥c, found in receptors for IL-2, IL-4, IL-7, IL-9, IL-15, and IL-21. Between 5% and 15% of cases are caused by defects in each of IL7R, encoding the IL-7 receptor ␣ chain, and JAK3, encoding an intracellular Janus activating kinase associated with the ␥c cytoplasmic tail.
Early diagnosis of SCID, before the onset of severe infections, and prompt treatment in the first months of life bring about the best outcomes. 6 However, most SCID infants lack a positive family history and appear normal at birth. Moreover, their early infections may not be distinguishable from those in otherwise healthy infants. Newborn screening for SCID is a desirable public health measure to identify affected infants at a preinfectious stage of their disease, but until this is instituted, physician awareness and ready access to definitive diagnosis are critical so that affected infants can be diagnosed in time for HSCT therapy. 7, 8 Molecular diagnosis of SCID mutations is challenging because a large number of deleterious mutations can be found in each gene, and multiple genes can be mutated to give the same phenotype. We investigated whether direct detection of known mutations versus resequencing would be appropriate for SCID mutation detection and developed an array-based resequencing approach.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient samples
Patients with SCID and their parents, if available, were enrolled with informed consent in IRB-approved protocols to determine genotype and genotype/phenotype correlations. Some parents were enrolled for carrier determination whose SCID offspring were deceased with no stored tissue. Medical records were reviewed. Blood samples were subjected to enumeration of lymphocyte subsets, DNA extraction, and transformation with Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV) to create B cell lines, 9 which in turn were used to prepare additional DNA and to measure STAT5 phosphorylation in response to IL-2 stimulation. 10 Mutations found in 240 consecutive patients with IL2RG mutations enrolled between 1987 and 2006 were used to establish rates of new versus recurrent mutations. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Samples from 59 SCID patients with known SCID mutations and 50 carrier parents 10 -19 (J. Puck, unpublished data) were used to assess array performance. An additional 10 samples from SCID patients of unknown genotype were tested by array prior to standard dideoxy sequence determination.
Resequencing microarray design
Our microarray covered all exons and 50 bp of flanking noncoding sequence from the SCID genes IL2RG, IL7R, JAK3, ADA, RAG1, RAG2, DCLRE1C (Artemis), and LIG4 and additional human immunodeficiency genes (full list in Supplement, available online only). Successive 25-base oligonucleotides stepping through the sequence, each offset by one base, were synthesized on wafers as described. 20 -22 Both forward and reverse strands were included, and the 13th base in each oligo was represented by the reference sequence nucleotide and each of the other three nucleotides. GenBank reference mRNA sequences were aligned with genomic DNA using the Blat program (UC Santa Cruz Genome Browser, http://genome.ucsc.edu). Entries were subjected to Repeat Masker (Institute for Systems Biology, Seattle, WA) to identify internal duplications, ALU and LINE repetitive elements, and low-complexity repeats. With the exception of the terminal exons encoding polyadenylation regions of IL2RG and IL7R, noncoding repetitive elements were excluded from the array.
DNA extraction and PCR
DNA was extracted from blood samples or EBV cell lines using the Puregene Tissue Extraction kit (Gentra Systems, Minneapolis, MN). Long range polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to enrich targeted sequences with a minimum of reactions was performed using 500 ng DNA with a Takara LA PCR Kit (TaKaRa Bio Inc., Shiga, Japan). Primers were designed using the Primer3 (http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer3/ primer3_www.cgi) and WebPrimer (http://seq.yeastgenome. org/cgi-bin/web-primer) programs. PCR amplicons ranged from 0.41 to 9.8 kb with an average of 6.2 kb. A 7.5-kb plasmid (IQ-EX_7) included in the GeneChip® Resequencing Assay Kit (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA) was amplified as directed as a positive internal control for every hybridization.
Quantitation, pooling, fragmentation, and labeling of PCR products PCR products were purified of residual primers and nucleotides using Clontech purification plates (Clontech, Mountain View, CA) and DNA concentration of each amplicon was measured by spectrophotometer (NanoDrop Technologies, Wilmington, DE). Equimolar amounts of PCR products were pooled and processed using the GeneChip Resequencing Assay Kit. After fragmentation with 0.1 U/L DNAse (0.06 U/g DNA) at 37°C for 35 minutes and inactivation at 95°C for 15 minutes, DNA was biotinylated using terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase as described. 22 Microarray hybridization and analysis Hybridization was performed as described. 22 Briefly, 120 L of hybridization solution was placed into microarray chambers, and arrays were rotated at 60g at 45°C for 16 hours followed by washing and staining on an Affymetrix fluidics station using the Midi_DNAARRAY_450 protocol. 23 The arrays were then scanned on a GeneChip 3000 Scanner (Affymetrix), and the data were analyzed using Affymetrix GeneChip Resequencing Analysis Software (GSEQ® v4.0). False positive, false negative, and no-call rates for each gene and the control plasmid were evaluated. The performance of the array was judged correct upon identification of variant from reference sequence. In GSEQ analysis, one can set the genome model to either haploid or diploid mode. Haploid mode makes only homozygous calls (A, C, T, G), while diploid mode makes homozygous or heterozygous calls assuming two alleles are present (AC, AT, AG, etc.). Haploid mode was used to analyze the X-linked IL2RG gene for boys, while diploid mode was used for IL2RG analysis of female carrier samples and all autosomal gene analysis.
Chi-squared tests were used to determine whether observed SNP genotypes corresponded to Hardy-Weinberg expectations.
Replicate sample analysis
Sixteen genomic DNA samples from SCID patient EBV lines were assayed by different individuals in two locations, Affymetrix (Santa Clara, CA) and University of California, San Francisco. Reproducibility was defined by the ability of the array-based assay at each location to identify previously documented mutations.
Dideoxy sequencing
Genomic DNA amplified as described previously was sequenced using a Big Dye v3.1 Terminator DNA Sequencing kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Sequencing products were purified with Agencourt CleanSEQ beads (Beckman Coulter, Beverly, MA) and separated by capillary electrophore-
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sis on an ABI 3100 DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems). Sequence analysis was performed with Sequencher (Version 4.7, GeneCodes Corporation, Ann Arbor, MI).
RESULTS
Proportion of unique versus recurrent mutations
For genetic disorders in which a known set of mutations underlie the vast majority of disease cases, such as cystic fibrosis, 24, 25 direct detection of mutant alleles can be an effective approach to clinical molecular diagnosis. However, primary immunodeficiency diseases, particularly those encoded on the X chromosome, are rare and have diverse mutations, including newly arising defects. 14, 16 For such genes, a resequencing strategy may be required to achieve an acceptable rate of mutation detection in a clinical setting.
We determined the relative contributions of previously known versus newly discovered mutations in 240 consecutive, unrelated cases of X-linked SCID studied in our laboratory in the past 20 years. 10, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] The mutations in IL2RG in this cohort were listed by date of case referral and divided into 12 groups of 20 cases, as shown in Figure 1 . The number of unique mutations as each successive group was added (orange boxes, left axis) continued to grow and did not reach a plateau, even though cases with recurrent mutations also rose (green circles, left axis). Of a total of 153 distinct mutations, 87 (64%) were found only once in this retrospective cohort. The cumulative percentage of unique mutations (Fig. 1 , black triangles and broken line, right axis) decreased from 90% in the first group of 20 cases to less than 70% after 100 cases were analyzed (Fig. 1 , Groups 1-5) but were still Ͼ60% after 240 cases (Fig. 1, Group 12) .
Five hot-spot point mutations at CG dinucleotides, cDNA 684T, 690T, 691A, 868A, and 879T, were each found 10 -13 times in this series, and mutation of the branch point adenosine, exon3(Ϫ15)g, occurred 6 times; together these six hotspots accounted for 26% of all mutations.
Of the 240 IL2RG cases in this series, 189 had point mutations, 31 were deletions, and 13 were insertions of one to 12 nucleotides. There were five complex microinsertion and -deletion events and two large deletions spanning four or more exons.
A custom resequencing microarray approach was chosen for its ability to detect new as well as previously known point mutations. Compared to IL2RG mutations, 5-fold fewer JAK3 and 10-fold fewer IL7R mutations have been detected, either in our laboratory or from the literature. 25, 26 Lower numbers of cataloged gene mutations as well as documented newly arising autosomal IL7R mutations argued in favor of a resequencing strategy (Puck, unpublished data).
Array design, production, and testing Eight SCID disease genes and additional immunodeficiency genes were represented by tiled, overlapping 25-base oligonucleotides, representing both forward and reverse strands. In addition, 644 disease-associated insertion and deletion (indel) mutations from our own data and published reports were tiled as alternative oligonucleotides. These sequences were designed to test whether previously reported difficulties in detection of indel mutations could be improved with specific oligonucleotides matching the mutant sequences. 23 To pilot the arraybased assay, we focused on X-linked IL2RG as well as the two next most commonly defective genes in T Ϫ B ϩ SCID, IL7R, and JAK3. Together these genes account for around two thirds of all SCID. Moreover, each of these genes presented features of interest as prototypes: we were able to compare hemizygous male patients with IL2RG defects to their heterozygous mothers; IL7R contains five frequent coding SNPs and as all autosomal recessive SCIDs requires identification of two defective alleles per patient, and JAK3 is a larger autosomal gene that contains GC-rich regions that have proven difficult for dideoxy sequencing. In addition, we looked at a common homozygous founder mutation in DCLRE1C (also called Artemis). 17 An early evaluation of reproducibility consisted of duplicate runs in two laboratories starting with genomic DNA aliquots with X-linked SCID point mutations previously verified by dideoxy sequencing. All 16 sequence variants were found in one laboratory and 15 of 16 in the other (data not shown).
Analysis of array data: effect of batch size
Array and GSEQ 4.0 software performance were assessed as a function of number of arrays analyzed in a batch. GSEQ contains learning algorithms derived from ABACUS, an adaptive background genotype calling scheme 20 to optimize data from multiple arrays analyzed together; larger batch sizes in an analysis are thus expected to have greater accuracy. The same arrays analyzed in batch sizes of 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 DNA samples from males hemizygous for the X-linked gene IL2RG are shown in Table 1 (run in haploid mode). Only two false positive calls and seven or fewer false negative calls were observed with all batch sizes, giving an error rate (Table 1 ) below 2 ϫ 10
Ϫ4
; thus, the limit of performance was almost entirely de- pendent upon the rate of unassigned nucleotides (no-calls). Although no-calls decreased 25%, from 0.0061 to 0.0047, when batch size increased from one to three, there was little further improvement with up to 24 samples per batch.
In contrast to the hemizygous analysis, the diploid analysis with heterozygous female DNA samples sequenced for IL2RG, plus all samples sequenced for IL7R and JAK3, had many more false positive calls and no-calls (Table 2) . Also, heterozygous call rates markedly improved when larger batches of arrays were analyzed together. At a batch size of 32, the diploid no-call rate was 5.5% for all three genes combined. As with the hemizygous X-linked gene, performance of the array for heterozygous mutation detection was largely limited by the no-call rate.
Analysis of array data: effect of quality score threshold Utilization of a resequencing array for mutation screening in a clinical setting would require very low false negatives to avoid missing a diagnosis in an affected patient; false positives and no-calls would decrease specificity but were considered preferable in our selection of software settings. In GSEQ 4.0, the quality score threshold can be manipulated to balance stringency for calling only correct bases versus not being able to make a definitive call. At high thresholds, GSEQ made few false calls, but many no-calls, while low thresholds maximized calls at the expense of accuracy. We analyzed our data at a variety of quality threshold scores to determine best overall performance. As shown in Table 3 , X-chromosome hemizygous male samples had very few false calls in IL2RG at any threshold, and so optimal results were generated at our lowest quality score of 2, at which no-call rates were minimized. Thus, all further hemizygous analyses were done with batch sizes of 24 or more at quality score 2.
In contrast, the difficulty of making heterozygous calls in diploid samples caused unacceptably high false positives and more false negatives at score 2 than at higher quality thresholds (Table 4) . However, no-call rates increased nearly 10-fold, from 0.038 to 0.36 as quality threshold was raised from 2 to 10. Failures to call the reference nucleotide were minimized at quality score threshold 3 for heterozygous analysis (Table 4 , right column). All subsequent heterozygous analyses used batch sizes of 32 or greater and quality score threshold 3.
SNPs in IL7R
To evaluate proficiency of the array to make heterozygous calls, we examined five frequent coding SNPs in IL7R in 59 unrelated individuals (Table 5) . GSEQ assigned the expected homozygous and heterozygous calls 93-98% of the time. The minority of DNA samples that had undergone IL7R dideoxy se- quencing of these SNP regions showed concordance with allele calls by the array (not shown). While ethnic backgrounds were not recorded for all of our predominantly Caucasian subjects, our observed allele frequencies were consistent with frequencies in dbSNP (not shown). Moreover, the observed array calls were also in concordance with Hardy-Weinberg expectations (Table 5) .
Sites often not called correctly
A total of 16,000 no-call designations were made at 337,000 positions queried, but several particular nucleotide sites accounted for a disproportionate number of no-calls. Distributions of no-call sites are shown in Figure 2 . Although the great majority of sites were called correctly in the entire test set, a number of sites had one no-call, as indicated at the left of the histograms. Progressively fewer sites received no-call assignments more often, and 681 difficult-to-call reference nucleotides each had at least 9 of our test samples yielding no-calls. For IL2RG, there were eight hemizygous (filled circles, Fig. 2 ) and 78 diploid (open circles) problematic sites out of 2104 nucleotides, or 0.4% and 3.7%, respectively. For IL7R there were 2% problematic sites (green squares), and for JAK3, 9.2% (orange diamonds). Analysis in heterozygous mode gave 100% no-calls at 145 sites in JAK3 but only 20 and 18 in IL2RG and IL7R, respectively (Fig. 2, right side of graph) . Hemizygous analysis of IL2RG showed no sites that were always no-calls. Positions with frequent bad calls included areas of high GC content, runs of the same nucleotide, directly repeated motifs, and other sites for which no reason for inaccuracy was obvious.
Recognizing that certain sites could not be called correctly with the current set of oligomers on the array, we filtered out sites with nine or more no-calls (Fig. 2 , right of broken line) and carried out additional analysis on the three genes after removing these sites as well as the five IL7R SNP frequent variant sites (Table 6 ). Not surprisingly, the hemizygous IL2RG assay remained the most accurate, with overall noncorrect calls of only 0.3%, followed by both diploid IL2RG and IL7R, with 0.5% noncorrect calls. After filtering out problematic bases, JAK3 noncorrect calls improved to 0.7%. Thus, most, but not all, regions of our test genes could be successfully hybridized to the 25-nucleotide oligomers in standard CustomSeq® conditions and analyzed with GSEQ 4.0 software. The differences in overall performance between the genes reflected the fact that their primary sequences were not equally appropriate for the default oligomer design, hybridization, washing conditions, and analysis tools.
Mutation detection in IL2RG
IL2RG point mutations were recognized by the array in 100% of 25 male SCID patients, analyzed in haploid mode, and in all but 1 (95%) of 21 mothers of boys with X-linked SCID (Table 7, Fig. 3) . Importantly, all six major hot-spots for recur- rent mutation ( Table 7 , bold type) were detected in hemizygous males. Figure 3 , A illustrates precise GSEQ calling of male point mutations at cDNA 678 and hot-spots 684 and 691 in IL2RG exon 5. Even when the precise mutation was not specified (cDNA 709, red circle, sample line 8), a single no-call at the position of the mutation prompted examination of signal intensities at that site. A two-fold or greater intensity of one nucleotide over the others diagnosed the exact cDNA 709 mutation (Fig. 3, A, right) . Figure 3 , B, illustrates how frequent no-calls in multiple samples at IL2RG exon 1 cDNA 75 to 92 would have precluded mutation identification had one existed in this region. Examination of the individual nucleotide signal intensities, such as the forward strand at cDNA 92 of sample line 9 (Fig. 3, B , right), showed no predominant nucleotide. In contrast, a true splice mutation in the 4th sample row in this illustration (green highlight) was readily diagnosed at cDNA 129(ϩ1)gϾc in a region accurately called in all samples.
Detection of indel and complex mutations in IL2RG was less successful than detection of point mutations, in part because the available software had no algorithm designed for this application. Nonetheless, the locations of mutated nucleotides were correctly pinpointed in 10 of 17 boys with X-linked SCID (59%) and 5 of 14 mutation-carrying mothers (36%; Table 8 ). Although certain insertions and deletions were completely missed, as with the nine base tandem duplication at cDNA 725 (Table 8) , others were suggested by calls of nonreference nucleotides or single or multiple no-calls in a region otherwise generally called well (not shown).
Because alternative tilings spanning known insertion and deletion mutations had been placed on our array, manual examination of these specific oligonucleotides confirmed the correct mutation in three hemizygous male samples, two with insertions at cDNA 373, a known frequent insertion/deletion site following seven A residues, 15 and one at cDNA 750 adjacent to 5 G residues.
Mutation detection in autosomal recessive SCID Point mutation detection in SCID patients and carrier parents with previously proven autosomal recessive IL7R and JAK3 defects is illustrated in Table 9 . All of 22 DNA samples with mutations at 11 sites in IL7R and in JAK3 were identified precisely by GSEQ. In addition, the SCID founder mutation in Athabaskan Indian tribes in DCLRE1C was detected in both homozyous patient and heterozygous carrier DNA (not shown).
Three of five indel mutations in IL7R were identified in the correct nucleotide position on the array, with confirmation upon examination of the mutation specific alternate tilings as with IL2RG indels discussed above (not shown).
Mutations in newly diagnosed patients with SCID
Our laboratory has continued to receive blood samples from newly diagnosed patients with SCID, affording an opportunity to test the resequencing array as an initial molecular diagnostic tool. In 10 of 11 new SCID cases mutations were found in IL2RG or IL7R (Table 10 ), all subsequently confirmed by dideoxy sequencing. One of the 11 cases had no mutation found by either the array or dideoxy sequencing (not shown). Four of the cases (Table 10 , bold type) had IL2RG mutations not previously reported in the literature.
In one case with the hot-spot mutation at IL2RG cDNA 690, an initial dideoxy sequence in a clinical laboratory had been erroneously reported as normal. In another case, we were able to demonstrate a newly arising IL2RG missense mutation causing sporadic SCID. The array (Fig. 4, A) indicated that the patient, but not his mother, had a C to T transition at cDNA 684, and patient and maternal genotypes were confirmed by subsequent dideoxy sequencing (Fig. 4, B) . As discussed previously, the cDNA 684T mutation is also one of the most frequent hot-spots associated with X-linked SCID.
DISCUSSION
Our analysis of accumulated mutations causing human SCID argues that a resequencing approach, rather than direct detection of previously known mutations, will be required for the foreseeable future due to the substantial proportion of unique mutations that continue to be found, exceeding 60% even after 240 patient genotypes were accumulated. The large number of SCID genes and many mutations in each gene suggest that arrays can become cost effective compared to dideoxy sequencing, particularly with long PCR enrichment of target areas to minimize the number of PCR reactions required. In- Table 6 Array-based assay performance after filtering out frequent SNPs and problematic base positions
Gene
Remaining bases deed, in our research laboratory, the cost of sequence analysis of seven SCID genes by the dideoxy method was nearly twice that of the array method ($1970 for dideoxy, $1040 for array; for details see Supplement, available online only). Although its first application was in SNP discovery and genotyping, recent reports have evaluated resequencing arrays as a means of finding human disease-causing mutations in hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism, 22 congenital myasthenia, 22 retinitis pigmentosum, 27 lung cancer, 28 and intrahepatic cholestasis. 29 All of these studies achieved overall call rates exceeding 90% using methods based on adaptive background genotype calling scheme algorithms of Cutler et al., 20 which 
na na
a Relative to transcription start site ϭ 1 (GenBank sequence NM_000206). b na, not available. c Bold type, 6 mutation hot-spots, accounting for 26% of all X-linked SCID patient mutations. d Precise mutant call not made by GSEQ 4.0, but isolated no-call in a series of perfectly called bases suggested an abnormality at the true mutant site (see Fig. 3 ). e Mother with wild type sequence in blood DNA; son's new mutation documented elsewhere. f Correct mutation identified by examination of signal intensities on array (see Fig. 3 ). g Mutation missed, could not distinguish true mutation from other no-calls nearby.
integrate data from both forward and reverse DNA strands and assign a quality score to reflect the log likelihood of the best fitting model versus the second best model. The GSEQ 4.0 software we used enabled us to optimize the quality score threshold and batch size for both X-linked hemizygous and diploid analysis, achieving overall call rates of 95-98%. We determined empirically that batch size had no effect on hemizygous analysis of IL2RG, for which the no-call rate was Ͻ10% of that for heterozygous analysis at all batch sizes tested (Tables  1 and 2 ). Larger batches were beneficial for heterozygous analysis of IL2RG, IL7R, and JAK3. Furthermore, hemizygous analysis was optimal with a quality score threshold of 2, while all heterozygous analyses had a quality threshold of 3 to minimize both false positives and no-calls (Tables 3 and 4) . With these settings, five coding SNPs in IL7R were confirmed by heterozygous analysis in 59 individuals to be in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.
Our array was successful in identifying X-linked as well as autosomal mutations that had been previously found by dideoxy sequencing. All of 25 IL2RG point mutations were detected in X-linked SCID boys, 24 as exact calls and one as an isolated no-call in an otherwise well-called region. Diploid mutation analysis in IL2RG, IL7R, and JAK3 yielded the exactly correct genotype in 18/21 (86%), 15/15 (100%), 5/7 (71%) samples, respectively, while flagging an abnormality at the correct site, though failing to call the exact genotype, improved identification rates to 95%, 100%, and 100% for the three genes. A further gene mutation in DCLRE1C, frequent in Athabaskan Indians and a common cause of SCID in our center, was also detected. In contrast to a previous study in which indel mutations were not found by an array designed for myasthenic syndromes, 23 our SCID array analysis did localize 50% of all our indel mutant samples, including 10 of 17 hemizygous IL2RG mutations.
Thus, the most common cause of SCID, hemizygous defects in IL2RG, which account for half of all SCID, was most accurately diagnosed using the array. Our tabulation of mutation types and frequencies combined with the performance observed in our testing of the array predict that 90% of X-linked SCID mutations can be diagnosed by this methodology. Accurate estimates are not possible for autosomal IL7R and JAK3 due to the smaller numbers of collected mutations for these genes.
Precise matches to our alternative tilings corresponding to previously reported indel and complex mutations revealed the exact mutation in some cases. Although examining the signal intensities was time consuming, it did improve array performance. The current software has the limitation of being unable to analyze automatically the alternative tilings containing indels and complex mutations. Future software applications could consider these tilings in conjunction with the reference Fig. 3 . Array-generated IL2RG haploid sequences for 12 different DNA samples compared to reference sequence (upper red letters) using GSEQ. A, left, exon 5 point mutations (green highlighting) were correctly called at cDNA positions 678, 684, and 691, while mutation cDNA 709CϾT was flagged at the correct site as a no-call, n (circled in red). The exact mutation was deduced from examination of signal intensities, right, showing reverse strand A Ͼ2-fold higher than C, G or T. B, left, IL2RG exon 1 GC-rich area 75-80 and area 88 -92 where no-calls appeared in several samples. Manual examination of signal intensity of a typical no-call, n (circled in red), right, with no predominant nucleotide. The fourth sample contains a correctly identified point mutation 129(ϩ1)gϾc (green highlighting).
tilings to make more accurate consensus calls and ideally to automatically identify insertions and deletions.
Different SCID-associated genes had different proportions of sequence that proved difficult-to-call as was also the case for genes on an array designed to analyze hypogonadotropic hypogonadism. 22 Although some problematic regions of our genes were predictable, such as GC-rich portions of JAK3 or direct repeats, 20, 23 other regions had no apparent reason for this behavior. Further analysis might reveal why these regions are difficult. 30 A future customized array design to address difficult-to-read regions might include redundant representation of specific sequences; refined analysis algorithms could improve the accuracy of calls and increase the proportion of readable nucleotides. In addition to multiplicity of representation of problematic regions, alternative approaches to custom tiling could be evaluated. Where the thirteenth position on current 25-mer oligos is currently the only varied nucleotide, a different varying position could generate a more diverse set of sequence tilings with improved resultant sensitivity as observed by Cronin et al. 31 in the original report of photolithographic arrays for mutation detection. Another approach also presented in this study was to alter the length of oligos in regions with extreme GC content. 31 Importantly, new molecular diagnoses in previously undiagnosed patients were made with the SCID gene array, including four mutations never reported previously (Table 10) . These mutations extend and confirm our observations that the genes are not yet saturated for mutations and that many more new mutations will be found as more patients are diagnosed with SCID and their DNA is sequenced. Thus, resequencing approaches will continue to be more appropriate for SCID than alternative methods that identify only known mutations.
One new mutation we found was at a splice site in IL2RG and three others were missense changes that required func- tional assays to be performed to know whether they were deleterious. Functional characterization of IL2RG defects can be determined by IL-2 stimulation of EBV-transformed cells from controls and patients, after which phosphorylation of the downstream signaling molecule STAT5 is assayed by intracellular staining and flow cytometry. 10 In each of these mutations tested, phospho-STAT5 was not detected. Rapid, inexpensive and accurate genotyping is needed for genetic and medical management of patients with SCID and their relatives. Genetic heterogeneity makes molecular diagnosis essential for determining a family's recurrence risk and for conducting prenatal diagnosis. Increasingly HSCT treatment protocols are being tailored to patients' specific genotypes; for example, Athabascan SCID patients are highly sensitive to alkylating agents and should not receive standard doses of pretransplant chemotherapy. 19 Moreover, the proven benefit of early diagnosis of SCID in affording better outcomes should increase awareness and use of diagnostic testing. Array diagnosis could even become part of newborn screening programs for SCID. With our current array's demonstrated effectiveness in diagnosing all the common hot-spot mutations and other point mutations in the most common SCID genes, we estimate that it could identify the molecular basis of most T Ϫ B ϩ SCID cases. Further refinements in array design, analysis algorithms, or both could make this tool even more valuable.
